Aero Inspection celebrating 1 year in Asia.
On July 4th 2015 Shannon based company Aero Inspection marks the 1-year
anniversary of its Asia office.
Aero Inspection specialises in EASA &
FAA approved borescope inspections
& boreblend repairs and provides support
to leasing companies, engines/airframe
brokers, airlines, and Maintenance Repair
Organisations
(MROs).
The company’s base in Asia is located on
North Bridge Road, Singapore.
“We have recognised a demand for
EASA & FAA approved borescope
inspections in Asia. Our Asia team is
comprised of highly skilled ex-engine
shop borescope engineers. By setting up
our operation in Singapore we are able to
reduce cost and lead-times for providing borescope inspections throughout
Asia” said Managing Director (Asia)
Peter Bagnell.
Aero Inspection has invested heavily in
state of the art equipment in the last 2
months by placing orders for 2 GE Mentor Visual iQ and 1 Iplex FX. This is to
meet the increasing customer demands
for borescope inspections and ensure that
inspection qualities are second to none.

Aero Inspection’s Asia Team, Left to Right:
Teck Huat Tan, Peter Bagnell and Aizat Mohamad Bin Ibrahim

Aero Inspection is the only EASA & FAA
specialist borescope inspection company
with a full time base in Singapore, supporting the Asia market. There is significant
growth in the aviation sector in Southeast
Asia. A large amount of this growth can be
attributed to developing economies and an
increased level of disposable income
amongst families. Currently the Asian middle class figure is at approximately 525
million people. This is more than the total
amount of people living in the EU.
This is forecast to grow to 1.75 billion by
2020. By 2030 Asia will represent 66% of
the global middle-class population.

It is for those reasons that Aero
Inspection pre-empted the demand
in the region and opened its Asia
office in 2014.
In the past 12 months Aero Inspection has increased its export market
by a staggering 90%. This growth
is from expansion in Europe, Asia,
and Africa.
“We are looking forward to expanding our team in Asia and
building relationships with new
customers in the region” concluded
Bagnell.

Contact Details:
Singapore: +65 9827 9002
Ireland: +353 61 353 747
Email: borescope@aii.ie

